
Bulgarian producer of electronic and electro-

mechanical products is looking for cooperation 

under manufacturing agreement for their 

innovative product for air disinfection 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

 

Identificativo proposta:BOBG20210421001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

The Bulgarian company is specialised in the production of electronic and electro-mechanical products, 
plastic details, cable looms, interior and street/park LED lamps. It has developed an innovative product: a 
professional solution with UVC radiation for air disinfection by forced convection with human presence. The 
company is looking for partners under manufacturing agreeement, as well as subcontracting and outsourcing 
agreement. 
 
 
A company from North-western Bulgaria has outstanding experience in the manufacturing of electronic and 
electromechanical devices, alarm systems, sirens, piezo-and magnet drivers for them, cash registers, 
assembly of aluminium PCB's (Printed circuit boards) for LED lighting. In the context of COVID-19, the 
company has developed an innovative product that is a professional solution with UVC radiation for air 
disinfection by forced convection with human presence. The general specifications of the device are as 
follows: - Input power is 40W AC 230V; - Effective power in 253.7 nm -12 W; - Fan capacity- 80 m3/hour; - 
Disinfected Air Capacity-60 m3/hour; - Work Temperature-21°C to 45°C; - Housing: Powder coated steel 
(color choice as an option); - Noise level @ 1m center: 39 dB; - Supply voltage: 220-240V; - Purifying air: up 
to 80 m3/hour; - Degree of protection: IP20; - Compliance: CE marking, 2012/19/EU WEEE 2014/53 / EU, 
EMC 2004/108 / WE. The weight of the device is 3.4 kg, with dimensions 565x159x127mm. It has the 
following options: remote control, counter for working hours, suspended installation. The warranty of the 
device is 24 months. The warranty of UVC light sources is 12 months. The life cycle of light sources is 9000 
hours. Mandatory replacement at 7300 work hours (when reaching 70% of the life cycle). The Bulgarian 
company is looking for long-term international partnerships under manufacturing agreement, outsourcing 
and/or subcontracting. Under manufacturing agreement, potential partners are expected to have good 
market positions and place orders in advance about specific product quatities. In the case of subcontracting 
and outsourcing, potential partners should have good knowledge in the respective field. The Bulgarian 
company will produce the device in certain quantities in case partners do not have the desired production 
capacity. 
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